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From traveling to different cities throughout the United States I have 
noticed many downtown neighborhoods do not have a local grocery 
store but merely corner convenience stores speckling the neighbor-
hood. These corner convenience stores are mainly stocked with 
alcohol, pop, and junk food. Many grocery stores have long since 
pulled out of downtowns and headed for the suburbs following their 
customers. Without a local grocery store there may be no local ac-
cess to fresh produce. Convince stores and fast food establishments 
are hardly an alternative. The poor and homeless that do not have 
transportation to get grocery stores outside their neighborhoods are 
therefore denied fresh produce. 

What is needed is a way the homeless and impoverished citizens of 
urban areas to have access to affordable fresh produce.  

A solution to this problem is urban farming. There are many small 
leftover patches of land in and around inner cities which could be 
used to grow produce in an urban environment. I propose cities to 
catalog some of these leftover spaces. They could then be signed out 
to the poor, homeless, or general public as plots to grow themselves 
fresh produce. Planters scattered throughout the city could be used 
in similar ways. A local stand could provide a place to sell seeds 
and act as a trading post where those who have grown produce 
could trade or sells their harvests. This could provide citizens of 
urban neighborhoods access to fresh local produce, providing and 
alternative to the unhealthy choices provided by convenience stores 
and fast food joints. Having these leftover plots tended to not only 
provides fresh produce and income to the local community but also 
beautifies the neighborhood with more vegetation. If a plot is not 
attended to, is left to become overgrown, the user would simply lose 
their privilege of the plot, and it would be available to be signed out 
to someone else. 

This idea emerged after seeing the video from the Fallen Fruit col-
laborative, a group which harvests fruit from trees growing on public 
property making claim it is available to everyone and semester’s 
studio project of was an urban high rise integrating living space with 
space for urban.

City of Study: Muncie, Indiana

Potential Farming Locations

Site chosen: 

NW corner of High & Main

South view of site before urban farm

Main Street

Site with Urban Farm Water Melon      Lettuce      Tomatoes        Cabbage        Corn

Picnic area Cistern for rainwater 

collection off adjacent building

Stand to sell extra 

produce
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The problem:
Farmers who desire to sell their produce locally 
are challenged on a daily basis because of mobility 
issues as well as time constraints.  Current practices 
used for roadside stands are very ineffi cient as they 
require several hours of setup and teardown and the 
process becomes a spectacle in the public sphere 
for passers-by.  As many are realizing, we need to 
live and eat locally to be a more sustainable and 
healthier people, to do so we must make it easier 
for farmers to sell their produce locally.

The Solution:
A trailer, which is light enough to be pulled behind a 
car, drastically reduces the setup and teardown time 
for roadside stands.  Similar to a pop-up trailer, this 
trailer allows farmers to be open for business after 
a few simple cranks and simply opening drawers 
where the produce is stored.  It provides shade 
all around, a fold down desk surface to allow for 
easier business transactions, ample storage for 
extra produce, and a cooler for fresh foods such 
as eggs.  This trailer allows farmers to feel more 
comfortable traveling to more urban areas to sell 
their items because it reduces the ‘spectacle’ of 
the teardown and setup; the trailer also makes 
citizens more comfortable with buying locally as it 
legitimizes the roadside stand.  Farmers are often 
victims of prejudice, most commonly for their lack 
of ‘culture’ but increasing roadside stands increases 
the interactions of farmers with urban citizens, 
which will eventually help break these prejudices 
and provide a widespread sense of citizenship.

[the produce trailer]

the trailer in transit

the trailer opening up

the fully opened trailer:

-awnings surrounding the trailer open up to  
     provide shade for produce and seller
- center space provides storage for extra  
     produce
- easy slide out drawers store produce while       
     in transit and display produce when open
- fold down writing surface gives comfortable   
     workspace for seller
- base of cart provides storage cabinets  
     which can work as coolers for perishable   
     items


